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these Mellin transform pairs is essentially based on the use of Ramanujan's q-extension [17,4,5℄ of the Euler integral representation for the gamma funtion�(x) �(1� x)�q(1� x) = 1Z0 tx�1 dtEq((1� q)t) ; < x > 0 ; (1)where �q(z) is the q-gamma funtion�q(x) := (q; q)1(qx; q)1 (1� q)1�x ; 0 < q < 1 ;and Eq(z) is Jakson's q-exponential funtionEq(z) := 1Xn=0 q(n2)(q; q)n zn = (�z; q)1 ; (2)where �n2� = n(n�1)=2. We employ the standard notation of the q-speialfuntions theory, see e.g. [12℄ or [2℄. In partiular, the q-shifted fatorials aregiven by(a; q)0 = 1; (a; q)n = n�1Yk=0(1�aqk); n = 1; 2; : : : ; (a; q)1 = 1Yk=0(1�aqk); (3)and we will use the notationr�p0B�a1; : : : ; arb1; : : : ; bp �����q; z1CA := 1Xk=0 (a1; q)k � � � (ar; q)k(b1; q)k � � � (bp; q)k zk(q; q)k �(�1)kq(n2)�p�r+1 (4)for the basi hypergeometri series.It is well known that Ramanujan evaluated a number of integrals that extendthe lassial beta integral of Euler (see [17℄, [13℄, [4℄-[6℄). These integrals haveassoiated orthogonal polynomials that have played a signi�ant role in thedevelopment of the q-speial funtions theory. Ramanujan's now lassial q-extension of the beta integral of Euler is1Z0 x Eq(qb+x)Eq(x) dx = �() �(1� ) �q(b)�q(1� ) �q(b+ ) : (5)2



The formula (1) is an easy onsequene of (5) and the limit relationlimb!1 �q(b)�q(b + ) = (1� q) ;when the hange of variables x = (1� q)t is made.It was shown in [7℄ that by using a q-analogue of Euler's reetion formula�q(x) �q(1� x) = iq1=8 (1� q) (q; q)31qx=2 �1(ln q�ix=2; q1=2) ;�1(z; q) is the theta-funtion of Jaobi, one an represent (1) in the formq(x) �q(x) = 1� qln q�1 qx(x�1)=2 1Z0 tx�1 dtEq((1� q)t) ; < x > 0 ; (6)where q(x) is some periodi fator, i.e. q(x+n) = q(x) for any non-negativeinteger n (an expliit form of q(x) an be found in [7℄). It should be em-phasized that this formula is simply Jaobi's triple produt identity for thetheta-funtion �1(z; q), rewritten in terms of the q-gamma funtion �q(z). Theobservation that Jaobi's triple produt identity is a q-analogue of Euler'sreetion formula for the gamma funtion �(z) was known to G. Andrewsand R. Askey sine \the 1975-1976 aademi year". Unfortunately, they neverpublished anything about this fat. Besides, R. Askey believes that this ob-servation \is due to George Andrews" (see the very end of [3℄), although G.Andrews omments that \Dik modestly attributes it to me; this is more ameasure of his generosity than his aurate memory" (e-mail ommuniation,November 16, 2001). Anyway, the idea of regarding Jaobi's triple produtidentity as a q-extension of Euler's reetion formula is at least 25 years old.Two of us (MKA and NMA) regret that we were not already aware of thisfat at the time of the writing of [7℄ (whih was the starting point for usingthis idea in the derivation of Mellin integral transforms for some families ofq-polynomials).In view of the periodiity of q(x), one an then derive from (6) a Mellinintegral transform for the produt pn(�t; q)E�1q ((1 � q)t), where pn(z; q) issome polynomial in z of degree n. In this way the Mellin integral transformswere obtained for all those families of q-polynomials from the Askey sheme,in whih independent variable is the argument of an appropriate terminatingbasi hypergeometri series. They onsist of the Stieltjes{Wigert, the Rogers{Szeg�o, the q-Laguerre, the Wall, the alternative q-Charlier, and the little q-Jaobi polynomials.In this paper we wish to apply the tehnique of [7℄ to the study of those fam-ilies of q-polynomials from the Askey sheme, whih ontain the independent3



variable x in one of the parameters of the orresponding basi hypergeometriseries. The simplest example of this type is the disrete q-Hermite II polyno-mials ~hn(x; q) := i�n q�(n2) 2�00B� q�n; ix| �����q;�qn1CA= i�n q�(n2) nXk=0 (q�n; q)k (ix; q)k(q; q)k qnk�(k2) ;there are also the Al-Salam{Carlitz II, the big q-Laguerre, the big q-Legendre,the big q-Jaobi, and the q-Hahn polynomials (see [15℄).Our motivation for the study of q-analogues of Mellin integral transformsomes from mathematial physis. It is well known that in nonrelativistiquantum mehanis the oordinate and momentum realizations are interre-lated by the Fourier integral transform. But in some relativisti approahesto quantum mehanis the passage from the momentum to the on�gurationrealization is aomplished by the Mellin integral transform. For instane, arelativisti quasipotential [14,16℄ model of the linear harmoni osillator, stud-ied in detail in [8,9,11℄, is governed by a di�erene Hamiltonian in the on�g-uration x-realization. The passage from the on�guration to the momentumrealization is equivalent to the Mellin integral transform in the light-front vari-able p+ = p0 + p, rather than the Fourier transform as in the nonrelativistiase. Therefore we believe that our tehnique an be applied to onstrutingvarious q-extensions of suh quantum-mehanial models, based on di�ereneequations.
2 The Mellin transform for a partiular family of q-polynomialsIt is well known that Euler's integral representation�(x) = 1Z0 tx�1 e�t dt ; < x > 0 ; (7)for the gamma funtion �(x) is an instane of the Mellin integral transformg(z) =Mff(t); zg = 1Z0 f(t) tz�1 dt4



of the exponential funtion f(t) = e�t. Similarly, (1) or (6) is the Mellintransform of the funtion E�1q ((1� q)t):gq(x) :=MfE�1q ((1� q)t); xg = ln q�11� q q(x) q�x(x�1)=2 �q(x) ; < x > 0 :Let pn(x; q) = nXk=0 ank(q) (x; q)k (8)be a q-polynomial of degree n in x (with oeÆients ank(q), whih may depend,in addition to q, on some other parameters ). ThenMfpn(�t; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg = nXk=0 ank(q)Mf(�t; q)kE�1q ((1� q)t); xg;where � is a onstant. Sine the q-shifted fatorial(z; q)k = kXj=0 "kj #q q(j2) (�z)j; "kj #q := (q; q)k(q; q)k�j(q; q)j ;is a polynomial of degree k in z, we haveMfpn(�t; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg= nXk=0 ank(q) kXj=0 "kj #q q(j2)(��)jMftj E�1q ((1� q)t); xg= nXk=0 ank(q) kXj=0 "kj #q q(j2)(��)jgq(x + j): (9)
But gq(x+ j) = ln q�11� q q(x) q�(x+j)(x+j�1)=2�q(x+ j)= q�jx�(j2) (qx; q)j(1� q)j gq(x); (10)
beause �q(x + j) = (qx; q)j(1� q)j�q(x)5



by the de�nition of the q-gamma funtion �q(x). Substituting (10) into theright-hand side of (9), one thus obtains thatMfpn(�t; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg= gq(x) nXk=0 ank(q) kXj=0 "kj #q (qx; q)j  � �q�x1� q!j : (11)
Finally, the q-binomial oeÆient hkj iq an be written as"kj #q = (�1)jqkj�(j2) (q�k; q)j(q; q)j : (12)Therefore the sum over the index j in the right-hand side of (11) represents aterminating basi hypergeometri series 2�0 and we obtain the desired resultMfpn(�t; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg= gq(x) nXk=0 ank(q) 2�00B� q�k; qx| ����� q ;��qk�x1� q 1CA : (13)
This formula gives an expliit form of the Mellin integral transform for thefuntion E�1q ((1 � q)t), multiplied by a polynomial pn(�t; q) of the type (8)(with an arbitrary onstant �). Observe that the right-hand side of (13) is apolynomial of degree n in the variable q�x, times the funtion gq(x). Also, theterminating basi hypergeometri series 2�0 in (13) an be written as2�00B� q�k; qx| ����� q ;��qk�x1� q 1CA = Ck  q�x; 1� q� qk ; q�1! ;where the q�1-Charlier polynomials Cn(z; a; q�1) are de�ned (f. [15℄, p. 112)as Cn(z; a; q�1) := 2�00B� q�n; z�1| ����� q ;�z=a1CA : (14)For a partiular hoie of the onstant �, the sum over j in (11) is simpli�ed;in other words, the terminating basi hypergeometri series 2�0 in (13) redues6



to a monomial in the variable q�x. The point is that2�00B� q�n; z�1| ����� q ; zqn1CA = zn : (15)To verify (15), simply reverse the order of summation in the de�nition of 2�0and use the limit ase of the q-Chu{Vandermonde sum2�10B� q�n; b ����� q ; q1CA = (=b; q)n(; q)n bnwith the vanishing parameter b. We note that the relation (15) an be ex-pressed in terms of the q�1-Charlier polynomials (14) asCn(z;�q�n; q�1) = zn :From (15) it follows that if one hooses � = q � 1, then the Mellin integraltransform (13) redues toMfpn((q � 1)t; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg = gq(x) nXk=0 ank(q)q�kx: (16)Notie that suh simpli�ation of (13) in the ase when � = q � 1 is a onse-quene of the following propertyEq(z) = (�z; q)k Eq(qkz) (17)of Jakson's q-exponential funtion (2). Indeed, by the de�nition (8),Mfpn((q � 1)t; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg = nXk=0 ank(q) 1Z0 ((q � 1)t; q)kEq((1� q)t) tx�1dt= nXk=0 ank(q) 1Z0 tx�1 dtEq((1� q)qkt) ; (18)
where we have employed the property (17) with z = (1� q)t. The hange ofthe variable t ! q�kt in (18) leads immediately to the Mellin transform (16).Now it remains only to onsider onrete examples of the aforementionedfamilies of q-polynomials from the Askey sheme.7



3 Conrete examples1.We start with the Al-Salam{Carlitz II polynomials from the q-Askey sheme(see [15℄, p. 114)V (a)n (x; q) := (�a)nq�(n2)2�00B� q�n; x| ����� q; qna 1CA= (�a)nq�(n2) nXk=0 (q�n; q)k(x; q)k(q; q)k qk[n�(k�1)=2℄(�a�1)k; (19)
whih oupy the seond (i.e. next-to-lowest) level in the Askey sheme ofbasi hypergeometri polynomials with the disrete orthogonality property(see [15℄, p. 62). From (19) it follows that the oeÆients ank(q) in (8) in thispartiular ase are equal toank(q) = (�a)nq�(n2)an�k �nk �q ; (20)where we have used the relation (12). Substituting (20) into (16), we thusobtain a Mellin integral transformMfV (a)n ((q � 1)t; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg = (�a)nq�(n2)Hn(q�x=a; q)gq(x); (21)where the Rogers{Szeg�o polynomials Hn(z; q) are the q-analogue of Hermitepolynomials on the unit irle (see [18,1,10℄), de�ned asHn(z; q) := nXk=0 �nk �q zk = 2�00B� q�n; 0| ����� q; zqn1CA : (22)Notie that the speial ase of the Al-Salam{Carlitz II polynomials (19) witha = �1 is known as the disrete q-Hermite II polynomials ehn(x; q) (see [15℄,p. 119). Therefore, from (21) one obtains a Mellin transformMfehn(i(1� q)x; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg = i�nq�(n2)Hn(�q�x; q)gq(x);whih interrelates the disrete q-Hermite II and the Rogers{Szeg�o polynomials.From (22) it is evident thatlimq!1�Hn(z; q) = (z + 1)n:8



The Mellin transform (21) in the limit as the parameter q ! 1� thus oinideswith Euler's integral representation for the gamma funtion (7), both sides ofwhih are multiplied by the onstant fator (�1)n(1 + a)n.2. At the third level of the q-Askey sheme with the disrete orthogonalitythere is only one family of q-polynomials of the type (8), namely the big q-Laguerre polynomials (see [15℄, p. 91)Pn(x; a; b; q) := 3�20B� q�n; 0; xaq; bq ����� q; q1CA = nXk=0 (q�n; q)k(x; q)k qk(aq; q)k(bq; q)k(q; q)k : (23)The oeÆients ank(q) in this ase are equal toank(q) = (q�n; q)k qk(aq; q)k(bq; q)k(q; q)k : (24)Substituting (24) into (16), one obtains the following Mellin integral transformMfPn((q � 1)t; a; b; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg = 3�20B� q�n; 0; 0aq; bq ����� q; q1�x1CA gq(x) (25)for the big q-Laguerre polynomials Pn(x; a; b; q).From the de�nition (23) it is lear thatlimq!1� Pn((q � 1)t; a; b; q) = [1� (1� a)�1(1� b)�1℄n:Therefore the Mellin transform (25) in the limit as q ! 1� oinides with (7),multiplied by the onstant fator [1� (1� a)�1(1� b)�1℄n.3. The big q-Jaobi polynomials (see [15℄, p. 73)Pn(x; a; b; ; q) := 3�20B� q�n; abqn+1; xaq; q ����� q; q1CA (26)oupy the fourth level in the Askey sheme for q-polynomials with the disreteorthogonality. Taking into aount that the oeÆients ank(q) in this ase areequal to ank(q) = (q�n; q)k (abqn+1; q)k qk(aq; q)k(q; q)k(q; q)k ;9



from (16) it follows that a Mellin integral transform for the big q-Jaobi poly-nomials Pn(x; a; b; ; q) is of the formMfPn((q � 1)t; a; b; ; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg= 3�20B� q�n; abqn+1; 0aq; q ����� q; q1�x1CA gq(x): (27)
In view of the limit relationlimq!1� Pn((q � 1)t; a; b; ; q) = "1� 1� ab(1� a)(1� )#n ;whih follows diretly from the de�nition (26), the Mellin transform (27) in thelimit as q ! 1� oinides with (7), multiplied by [1�(1�ab)(1�a)�1(1�)�1℄n.Notie that there are also the q-Hahn polynomials (see [15℄, p. 76)Qn(x;�; �;N ; q) := 3�20B� q�n; ��qn+1; x�q; q�N ����� q; q1CA (28)at the same level of the q-Askey sheme. If one ompares (28) with (26), thenit beomes evident that the q-Hahn polynomials are merely the big q-Jaobiones (26) with the parameters a = �, b = �, and  = q�N�1. The formula(27) thus provides an appropriate Mellin integral transform for the q-Hahnpolynomials as well.Finally, the speial ase of the big q-Jaobi polynomials (26) with a = b = 1is known as the big q-Legendre polynomials Pn(x; ; q) (see [15℄, p. 65). TheMellin integral transform in this ase isMfPn((q � 1)t; ; q)E�1q ((1� q)t); xg = 3�20B� q�n; qn+1; 0q; q ����� q; q1�x1CA gq(x):Conluding remarksWe note in losing that there are some other instanes of q-polynomials fromthe Askey sheme for whih the independent variable x enters not in one, buttwo of the parameters of the orresponding basi hypergeometri series. For10
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